From the Editor

In Brief New, rapid survey tests for multiple addictions; Treatment for cocaine addiction may reduce HIV risk; Federal funding available for treatment of former prisoners.

ADDRESSING NICOTINE ADDICTION — WHEN IS THE “RIGHT TIME?”
Recent studies suggest that smoking cessation may enhance sobriety or recovery from other addictions. By Carol L. Falkowski

History The Future of Drug Use in America By William L. White, MA, and Randall Webber, MPH

THE ROLE OF HORMONAL SHIFTS IN WOMEN’S RECOVERY FROM ADDICTION
A new treatment model focuses on natural female cycles and emphasizes rebuilding connections and rekindling a sense of self and spirituality. By Donna M. Corrente, MS, CAS, CAP

THE ADDICTION COUNSELOR/SUPERVISOR AS TRAINER
Learn how to design and deliver effective inservice training programs. By William L. White, MA

TRENDS IN RUSSIAN ADDICTION TREATMENT
One author’s journey becomes a rare glimpse at the Russian Orthodox twelve-step based communal farm approach to addiction treatment. By Jane L. Emery, MS, LADC

The Pharm Report Tripping on Tryptamines “Foxy” and AMT By Cardwell C. Nicols, PhD

Clinical Supervision Clinical Supervision in Substance Abuse Counseling By Thomas G. Durham, PhD, LADC

BREAKING YOUR OWN RULES
When working hard to get your clients to change what they do, you might change what you do. By Nicholas A. Roes, PhD

On the Web AddictionCME.com: Focus on Opioid Addiction By Stuart Gitlow, MD

Inside Washington Treatment Vouchers: A $600 Million Promise? By Charles Pekow, MJ

Professional Development Paradox: Treatment with a Twist By Howard Rosenthal, EdD, MAC

PSYCHOSOCIAL RECOVERY TOOLS FOR ADDICTIVE DISORDERS
Explore six proven tools that may be of help to your clients. By William A. Howatt, PhD, EdD, ICADC, and Robert H. Coombs, PhD, CAS

Research to Practice Snippets of Practical (Researched) Information
By Michael J. Taleff, PhD, CSAC, MAC

Alternative Therapies The Neurobiology of Emotions: How Therapy Can Repattern Our Limbic System By Tian Dayton, PhD, TEP

Assessment Tools Complicated Grief Checklist By Sylvia Kay Fisher and Ronnie Fisher
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